
INT. APARTMENT - CONTINUED

You pull back, staring at the blood mess in front of you:

We pull back to see the BLOOD covering the whole room - as

if several people were tortured and killed in this room.

We move in on Gavin’s DEAD BODY and eventually we:

YOU continue to look down at the mess as a side door opens,

causing you to glance over at--

--MANU (19), a thick, dark haired young boy with beautiful

eyes and plump, kissable lips. He’s wearing a pair of black

boxers, nicely fit around his his legs.

He glances down at GAVIN’S dead body, taking in every beaten

inch of his body.

MANU

Master?

You turn and look at Manu, taking in every smooth inch of

his body.

YOU

Perfect timing, Manu. Come over

here.

He walks over in front of you, standing only a few feet from

you. He stares deeply into your eyes, keeping a focused gaze

towards you.

A tingle apparently shoots through your body, causing you to

smile.

YOU (cont’d)

Take out the machete.

Manu walks over to the sofa, taking hold of the bloody

machete, pulling on it. The machete SLIDES out, hard at

first then it comes out easier.

Gavin’s body drops to the side.

Manu holds the machete, staring at the blood for a few

beats. He then places the blade on the table. He turns back

towards YOU, and you catch a glimpse of the BONER punching

out under the fabric of his boxers.

YOU (cont’d)

What is that?
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MANU

My cock.

YOU

It’s what?

Manu stops, realizing he made a grave mistake.

MANU

I’m sorry my lord, it’s your cock.

YOU

Good, now take him off the sofa and

put him on his stomach.

Manu walks over to the sofa, grabbing hold gently of Gavin’s

legs. He pulls the boy OFF the sofa--

--Gavin’s body HITS the floor. He slides Gavin to the middle

of the room. He then leans down, turning his body over on to

his stomach. His butt sticks up into the air.

YOU (cont’d)

Fuck him.

Manu looks over at you for a few beats. He reaches around

the waistband of boxers, sliding them down off his legs.

He then gets down on his knees behind Gavin. He grabs hold

of his cock with one hand, pulling his butt cheeks apart

with the other. He then LEANS down, shoving his cock into

Gavin’s butt.

He plunges inside of Gavin, pushing and shoving himself in

and out of the boys body.

For a few beats, Manu continues to THRUST himself. Manu

closes his eyes, enjoying every moment. He soon feels the

CLIMAX flowing through his body. Manu explodes inside of

Gavin, some of the sperm spewing from around Manu’s penis as

he pulls out.

Manu stands with sperm still dripping from his penis. He

wipes off the sperm.

You then gently kneel down beside Gavin, rolling him over on

his back. You stare down at Gavin’s beautiful face. Leaning

down towards Gavin’s face, you put your mouth over his. You

breathe inside of his mouth and after a few beats:

Gavin and Manu are standing beside each other. Naked.

Gavin’s body is once again HEALED.
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YOU (cont’d)

Gavin, make Manu hard.

Gavin turns towards Manu, reaching out with his hand,

touching Manu’s upper chest with the tips of his fingers. He

gently slides the fingers down his chest, then down his gut,

feeling the warmth of Manu’s skin.

Gavin leans in, licking and kissing Manu’s gorgeous upper

body. He takes it in, closing his eyes, enjoying each

moment.

Manu MOANS from the pleasure he feels simply from the touch

of Gavin on him.

Gavin continues down the front side of Manu, reaching the

HARD PENIS staring at him. He leans in, opening his mouth

over Manu’s large penis.

Gavin moves back and forth on Manu’s penis. Manu closes his

eyes in ecstasy as Gavin moves with a smooth movement over

his cock - pure heaven.

Manu starts to climax, causing Gavin to pull off of Manu’s

cock. Manu SPEWS a load all over Gavin’s body - A few more

loads continue to spew over Gavin’s chest.

YOU (cont’d)

That’s funny, I don’t remember

saying that you could suck? I said

make him hard.

Gavin’s face lights up in FEAR, realizing that he made a

mistake. He sinks back in the heaviness of the situation.

You look over at the pleasured Manu, nodding at him.

Manu moves over quickly grabbing a HOLD of the back of

Gavin’s neck with one hand and his forehead with the other.

Gavin struggles against the grip that Manu has on his body

In a split second - CRACK! - Manu twists Gavin’s neck,

snapping it.

Gavin’s eyes falls back into his head as he falls LIFELESS

to his knees. His cock is still hard, sticking out. He

eventually falls forward to the ground.

YOU (cont’d)

Suck it.
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Manu glances over at you, then getting down his knees,

rolling Gavin’s body over on his back. His cock sticks

straight up--

--Manu leans down, taking Gavin’s penis in his mouth. He

moves up and down on the penis, quickly bringing Gavin to a

sensation that he can’t feel. Sperm explodes from the tip of

Gavin’s penis, spewing up on Manu’s face as he pulls away.

You reach down as Manu tries to stand. You grab hold of Manu

the same way he grabbed Gavin, snapping his neck. He falls

lifeless on top of Gavin’s messy body.

You stare down at the bloody mess of beauty in front of you.

You then lean down, pulling Manu off the top of Gavin. You

lean in, reviving Gavin first, breathing life into his

mouth. He then leans over, grabbing a gentle touch on Manu’s

face. You lean down, breathing life into his mouth--

--After several beats, both of the boys are standing healed

in front of you, wearing their boxers and CLEAN.

YOU

Now kiss.

Gavin and Manu turn towards each other, moving in and

kissing each other, passionately on the lips.

You shove the machete through Gavin’s back, straight between

Gavin’s shoulder blades. The force being so great that it

penetrates straight through Gavin, continuing through Manu--

--The exits through Manu’s back.

The both begin gasping uncontrollably for air. Blood pours

from both of their mouth, running down their bodies.

You pull the machete out of Manu, causing his body to

crumple to the floor in a pile of blood - DEAD.

You continue to hold the machete in Gavin’s body, causing

him to twitch and gasp. Blood continues to pour from his

mouth. He drops to his knees. You pull the blade out the

rest of the way, causing him to topple forward - DEAD.

You stand there over top of them, the blood from the machete

drips down on the floor. You smile.

You drop the machete, kneeling down beside them, reviving

them both. You seem to be enjoying is MORE this time as you

kiss on their mouths longer, taking it that fresh feeling

and then:
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Both boys are standing naked beside each other in front of

you. Again healed and clean.

YOU (cont’d)

Get the plug, Gavin.

Gavin walks over to the table, grabbing hold of the butt

plug. He walks back, standing in front of you, waiting.

YOU (cont’d)

Now suck Manu.

Gavin leans down in front of Manu, taking hold his boxers,

pulling them down over Manu’s hard penis. Gavin stares at it

for a few beats.

Gavin begins sucking Manu. He quickly becomes more hard from

the sensation of Gavin on his cock.

YOU (cont’d)

Manu, get on the bed and lay on

your back.

Gavin stops, pulling off as Manu walks over to the bed. He

lays down in the center of the bed on his back.

YOU (cont’d)

Gavin, now fuck with the plug.

Gavin walks over to the bed, holding the plug in his hand.

He gets on top of the bed, bending Manu’s legs up. Gavin

smiles as he SHOVES the butt plug up Manu’s butt--

--Manu moans loudly in pain and pleasure, pushing his head

back in pleasure. His abs are flexing to full capacity as

Gavin shoves the plug up his butt, stretching the tight

hole.

Gavin then pulls it out, shoving it once again up the tight

passage, causing Manu more pain.

YOU (cont’d)

Here, take this.

You hand Gavin a handgun. He takes hold of it, staring at

it.

YOU (cont’d)

When I give you the signal, I want

nine bullets in his upperbody.
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GAVIN

Yes sir.

Gavin continues to push the plug IN Manu really hard,

pulling it out gently. He holds the hangun in the other

hand, preparing to follow orders.

Gavin shoves it hard inside Manu.

You NOD to Gavin, causing Gavin to smile as he drops hold of

the plug still in Manu’s butt. He takes aim of the gun,

pointing it at Manu’s upperbody.

Gavin FIRES nine shots repeatedly into Manu’s chest and abs,

causing Manu’s body to jolt and convulse with every bullet

that strikes his body.

He finishes, reaching down and pulling out the plug.

YOU

Now put two in his forehead.

Gavin aims the gun, firing TWO quick shots into Manu’s

forehead. Again Manu’s body convulses with both of the shot,

spraying blood over the already bloody mess.

Gavin looks down with enjoyment at what he sees.

YOU (cont’d)

Now open your mouth and put the gun

inside.

Gavin looks at you while putting the barrel of the gun

inside of his mouth. He looks at you with gaze of innocence

with his beautiful eyes - as if pleading with you to stop.

A few beats and then:

YOU

Fire.

Gavin sinks in sadness and pulls the TRIGGER - the bullet

explodes through the back of his head. He instantly falls

dead to the ground.

You again stand back and look at the bloody messe of the

room and the TWO brutally dead young boys.

You then smile and we:

BLACKOUT


